Campus Democrats Patrick Lyons and Kelly Williams debated Republicans Brad Hardin, shown at the podium, and Brian Hipp last night in the Keenan Hall Basement.

**College pols debate budget**

By DAVE TYLER  
News Editor  

T-minus 363 days and counting.

The Notre Dame student body kicked off its involvement in the 1996 presidential campaign almost one year before Election Day as Keanan Hall sponsored a debate between the College Democrats and the College Republicans last night in that dorm's basement.

One team from each side of the ideological fence presented arguments, fielded questions from panelists and audience members and weighed the merits of the budget proposals of their party's national political players.

Democratic debaters Patrick Lyons and Kelly Williams and Republicans Brad Hardin and Brian Hipp traded barbs, cracked jokes, branded statistics and shared a few moments of discomfort throughout the course of the hour-long debate program.

Lyons and Williams opened the program by denouncing the "dangerous extremism" of congressional Republicans and their leadership. They rallied against Republican spending plans of the 1980s and called several Republican-proposed methods of deficit reduction "cruel and heartless."

"Gingrich, Dole and the rest of the Republican party are trying to blackmail America by threatening to default on the debt," Lyons said.

Quoting from a New York Times article, Williams asserted that Republicans are planning to raise taxes on the 13 million poorest households in America, while President Clinton has lowered the deficit by $120 billion dollars without raising taxes on the poor or cutting Medicare.

Hipp in turn blamed the United States' $5 trillion dollar debt on "40 years of Democratic rule," in his opening statement. "The Democrats got America into this mess, the Republicans will get America out."

"Republicans have a sensible plan to reduce the deficit by 2002, but Democrats don't like it because it cuts their favorite thing-government spending," Hipp said.

---

**Revision updates du Lac sex harassment policy**

By DAVE TYLER  
News Editor  

In an effort to make its Discriminatory and Sexual Harassment policies more clear, the Office of Student Affairs released a 13-page supplement to du Lac this week.

The supplement does not make any changes in the specifics of Notre Dame's harassment policy, but tightens the wording of the document, according to Jeff Shoup, director of the Office of Residence Life.

"The new language makes the policy more clear," Shoup said. "It makes the discriminatory harassment and sexual harassment policies more consistent."

Included in the supplement is a more explicit set of guidelines for following through on a harassment complaint and language defining disciplinary action.

The new text does not alter the way the University conducts disciplinary hearings related to sexual and discriminatory harassment, Shoup said.

The supplements were distributed to students earlier this week by residence hall staffs.

Shoup said the Office of Residence Life had planned to update the policy for the 1995-96 edition of du Lac, but work on the new version was not completed in time for the printing deadline. When University officers finished revising the policy, Student Affairs decided to take the unusual step of issuing a supplement.

---

**Student Senate**

**NASAND asks Senate for support of protest**

But administration may say proposals are too unrealistic

By GWENDOLYN NORGLE  
Assistant News Editor  

Requesting Student Senate support for its recommendations to the administration, representatives of the Native American Student Association at Notre Dame made an appearance at the Senate's meeting last night.

The Senate discussed a letter written to Vice-President of Student Affairs Patricia O'Hara from "students of Notre Dame" that was presented at the meeting by NASAND representatives Mary Etsitty and Sharon Jackson.

In the letter, dated October 27, 1995, it was stated that on Columbus Day (October 9), NASAND, "with the participation from members of Black Student Alliance, Asian American Association, and Hispanic American Organization," held a demonstration which "particularly targeted the murals on the second floor of the Main Building."

In this protest, Etsitty said, NASAND was showing "another side to the story" of what is depicted in the paintings, which, according to the letter, depict scenes showing Native Americans as "inferior."

"We're not inferior," Etsitty said at the meeting. "This land was here before Columbus so-called 'discovered it.'"

As stated in the letter, other Notre Dame students have similar opinions. "Native American students, as well as many others, have experienced great feelings of discomfort and pain by the depictions of Native Americans, African Americans, and Christopher Columbus."

"As members of the Notre Dame community, we as University students have a responsibility to speak for the students who have not been heard," Etsitty said.

---

**Hispanic group calls for boycott of Levi's jeans**

By BRAD PRENDERGAST  
Assistant News Editor  

The campus chapter of the League of United Latin American Citizens is calling for students to join a nationwide boycott of the purchase of Levi's brand jeans in protest of Levi Strauss & Company's decision to close a San Antonio plant, leaving 1,150 workers unemployed six years ago.

LULAC is also asking students who already own pairs of Levi's 501s, Dockers, Britannia, Officewear and similar types of denim to mail the tags and any letters of protest to Levi Strauss in protest of the company's decision.

"They're taking advantage of the American Organization," held a demonstration which "particularly targeted the murals on the second floor of the Main Building."

In this protest, Etsitty said, NASAND was showing "another side to the story" of what is depicted in the paintings, which, according to the letter, depict scenes showing Native Americans as "inferior."

"We're not inferior," Etsitty said at the meeting. "This land was here before Columbus so-called 'discovered it.'"

As stated in the letter, other Notre Dame students have similar opinions. "Native American students, as well as many others, have experienced great feelings of discomfort and pain by the depictions of Native Americans, African Americans, and Christopher Columbus."

"As members of the Notre

---

**BOYCOTT**

The beat goes on....

Siegfried Junior Kate Hillman took the stage last night at the SUB Coffee House open-mike night in the LaFortune Ballroom.
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**World at a Glance**

**Tornadoes cut through Georgia, South Carolina**

On Monday night, lightning, thunder, and wind signaled the approach of a severe weather system. The most dangerous of these storms were tornadoes that touched down in parts of Georgia and South Carolina, causing significant damage to homes, businesses, and infrastructure. At least 17 people were reported injured, with some sustaining severe injuries, and power outages affected thousands of residents.

In Georgia, a tornado struck in the city of Valdosta, causing widespread destruction. The National Weather Service reported winds of up to 115 mph. In South Carolina, the town of Sumter was particularly hard hit, with reports of roofs being torn off homes and trees being uprooted. The strong winds also led to power outages, with utilities working around the clock to restore service.

**INDIANA WEATHER**

**MIAMI**

**MCI enters music retail industry**

Long-distance company MCI entered the $12 billion music retailing business Wednesday with an 800 number that lets people sample and buy their favorite recordings. MCI needed to make only a minimal investment to provide the service because it uses many of the resources already available in its network.

**MINNEAPOLIS**

A bandage-like strip that runners, football players and hockey players wear on their noses to breathe more easily will now be sold as a snoring cure. The makers of Breathe Right nasal strips have gotten the go-ahead from the Food and Drug Administration to market them to snorers. Sleepers who don't get enough air through their noses may be able to sleep better with the Breathe Right strips by working the nasal passages open. They sell for about $5 for a box of 10, about $12 for a box of 30.

**WASHINGTON**

FDA OKs nasal strip to cure snoring

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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College develops through the years

By KELLY BROOKS
News Writer

With one foot firmly steered in tradition and the other foot rooted in the forefront of technological advancement, the College of Business Administration has a special place in the Notre Dame community.

Founded by Cardinal John O'Hara, the college remains dedicated to teaching its tenets - ethics and international business - to students inundated with technology.

The college has four departments: Accountancy, Finance and business economics, management, and marketing. Founded in 1921, accountancy and finance were originally one department. Management came about in 1928, and marketing in 1946.

"The college has developed in response to student needs, faculty needs, and administrative wishes," stated John Keane, dean of the college.

The college maintains a strong curriculum in international business, ethics, and the quickly rising business community of Asia and Australia. The curriculum is aimed primarily at the Business curriculum, while the spring semester concentrates mainly on Arts and Letters.

Recently, there has been an extensive debate on whether the Australian program's business courses are on par with Notre Dame's. Students and professors alike agree that the American teaching methods and subject manner differ from those of the Australian program.

"We are those standards which are not only expanded to a new territory, but to another continent as well," said Patrick Murphy, professor of marketing.

When the dorms come online, that will probably give rise to a quantum leap in technology for students," declared Barry Keating, professor of finance.

Accountancy uses a teaching method called project discovery. "The idea is that we want to give enough information to the students, but leave them enough to learn something through discovery," explained Ramachandran Ramanan, professor of accountancy.

While we cannot offer further assistance, we wish to enhance the students' ability to learn on their own," he continued.
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Curriculum, teaching different down under

By ETHAN HAYWARD
Assistant News Editor

Notre Dame's College of Business Administration has not only expanded to a new building, but to another continent as well. For the last three years, the university has been sending students and professors to its headquarters in Fremantle, Australia.

The Australian program is one of the first study abroad programs geared to accommodate both Business and Arts and Letters majors. The fall semester portion is aimed primarily at the Business curriculum, while the spring semester concentrates mainly on Arts and Letters.

Recently, there has been an extensive debate on whether the Australian program's business courses are on par with Notre Dame's. Students and professors alike agree that the American teaching methods and subject manner differ from those of the Australian program.

"We are those standards which are not only expanded to a new territory, but to another continent as well," said Patrick Murphy, professor of marketing.

When the dorms come online, that will probably give rise to a quantum leap in technology for students," declared Barry Keating, professor of finance.

Accountancy uses a teaching method called project discovery. "The idea is that we want to give enough information to the students, but leave them enough to learn something through discovery," explained Ramachandran Ramanan, professor of accountancy.

While we cannot offer further assistance, we wish to enhance the students' ability to learn on their own," he continued.
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Center combines ethics and business

By MEIGHAN KUNKEL
News Writer

In an age in which the business world is notorious for greed and self-interest, Notre Dame's College of Business Administration is striving to maintain a stable moral foundation while becoming knowledgeable in their fields.

Through the concerted efforts of co-directors Father Oliver Williams and John Houck, professors of management, the center has flourished over the past 20 years into an expansive and respected discipline.

"Moral standards are those standards which are not only in our tradition but on which all thinking persons commonly agree," Williams said. "They are those standards which are required to promote and protect human life.

"Business ethics can be defined as the study of how those moral standards apply to the conduct of individuals involved in the organizations by which societies produce and distribute goods and services," he continued.

The intent of the Center is to promote the advancement of individuals who are both competent in their field and bring the Catholic faith into their professional life.

"One should get into a powerful specialty without exploring how it fits into the world of knowledge," Houck said. "You have ethical issues whenever you have a choice."

Job forecast for business majors: increasingly brighter

By TONY POTTINGER
News Writer

"Dear Applicant: It was a pleasure speaking with you recently and exploring your skills. While we cannot offer further assistance for employment at this time, we wish you the best in your job search..."

Recipients of these rejection gems take heart. Job opportunities for graduating business students are expected to improve greatly this year, according to Dr. Samuel Gaglio, assistant dean of the College of Business Administration. Notre Dame's latest performance in the annual U.S. News and World Report rankings has brought positive attention to campus to recruit business students, Gaglio said.

"Companies are very excited about coming here," says Gaglio. "They see the high ranking of our MBA program so they seek out our undergraduates as well.

"Student perceptions of their job prospects and the role of the Business College and Career Placement are on the rise," said Gaglio. "Greg Sinnott, a senior majoring in finance and computer applications, has received no offers yet but is upbeat about the process, "Career and Placement have done a lot of extra things you don't see at other universities," said Sinnott, "such as organizing interviews for students in New York City over Christmas break."

"Senior Mike Willis, who has received four offers from Big Six accounting firms, is pleased with his accounting degree and his job hunting experiences. "Career and Placement does a great job with accounting majors. They make the process simple for us and keep the major firms coming back every year," he says.

Senior marketing major Bill Leson is grateful for the number of interviews he has gotten so far. Leson added, "The fact that I probably have a negative GPA and have still been able to get interviews says a lot. Career and Placement has done a great job and has brought us in a wide variety of employers." Sinnott jokes, "They've made every effort to introduce me to potential employers. I even get rejection letters from places I don't even want to go."

Like most business students, Gaglio and computer applications major Robert Leary says he chose business both out of personal interest and a strong desire to have a job after graduation.

"I think majoring in Arts and Letters is spinning your career wheels," says Leary. "I think my business degree will allow me to get a job."

Kitty Arnold, director of Career and Placement, acknowledged this factor in business students choosing their major.

"One reason students of business enter the college is to get a job right after graduation rather than going to graduate or professional schools," said Arnold. Resident Julie Rogers chose marketing so she could utilize her creative skills and be able to work on her own. "I can't see myself in anything else," she says.

Marketing majors such as Rogers often find that their job searches do not produce the multiple offers enjoyed by their fellow seniors in finance and accounting.

"Marketing and management majors need to help make their own breaks," asserts Gaglio.

"They must have a willingness to go where the jobs are. Flexibility to move and relocate is key for a marketing graduate," Gaglio offers two recommendations to undergraduates to facilitate their senior year job search. "The more classes you have in computers, regardless of your major, the better," he says. "Even if you are not a CAP major, stress the skills you do have in your resume."

An summer internship after the junior year or an international experience provides an invaluable stepping stone to permanent employment.

John Keane, dean of the College of Business Administration, concurs. "Our graduates do well across all departments, disciplines, and levels," reports Keane. "If you have an internship, your chances for immediate employment after graduation are a lot better."
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Hubble telescope may see black hole

By HARRY ROSENTHAL

WASHINGTON

Peering deeply into a spot seen from Earth as a single blip of light, the Hubble Space Telescope has discovered either a black hole in our galaxy or an equal rarity: thousands of stars rushing toward the core of a globular cluster.

"Like bees swarming to their hive," is how the Space Telescope Science Institute described the stars' convergence Wednesday. "This runaway collapse, long theorized by researchers but never seen in such detail, may have lasted a few million years — a flash in the 12 billion-year life of the cluster."

The area is an ancient globular cluster known to astronomers as M15, about 37,000 light years away, in the constellation Pegasus. In the vacuum of space, light travels 5.88 trillion miles in one year.

"It's a dense star cluster, like a mini-galaxy," said Puragra Guhathakurta of the University of California at Santa Cruz. "Stars in globular clusters are almost as old as the universe. If any globular cluster in our galaxy is suspected to have a black hole, M15 is the best candidate."

To determine whether a black hole is present, the researchers are now looking for the telltale signs of a black hole's influence. "If a very heavy object is in the middle of the cluster, the Hubble would have to be re-aimed at the cluster," Bender said. The researchers are not concerned with the gravity of the black hole, but rather with the ability to choose to interfere with the phenomena, the Hubble would have to be re-aimed at the cluster. The observers will be able to recognize all of the detectable abnormalities.

This knowledge gives physicians and expecting parents the ability to choose to interfere with the pregnancy, or be prepared for the special care that an infant with a genetic disorder may require, according to Bender.

"One of the questions in genetics is whether or not we should be allowed to 'pollute' the gene pool by allowing children who aren't the 'best' to survive," Bender said. "But do parents have the right to determine the genetic quality of their offspring according to any criteria acceptable to them alone?"

An associated problem arises with people who, late in life, are recognized to have a genetic disorder, some consider it their obligation to alert family members so that they may be tested, according to Bender. He added that there is a high suicide rate among families with Huntington's disease.

Therefore, he asked, should scientists make tests for this disorder available to children of those with Huntington's disease?"

"If you have cancer, the physician will tell you," Bender said. "Why should it be different with genetic disorders?"

Also, Bender stated that medical students are being taught to take precedence over parental wishes when dealing with immature infants, which can now be easily saved, sometimes with such numerous medical problems that they essentially become residents of the hospital, according to Bender.

"Is it possible that we're so technologically advanced that we can save infants at such degrees of prematurity that we're actually making them wards of the state?" he asked.

Societal issues regarding the responsibility to handicapped people are additional moral dilemmas faced by geneticists today. "Society has a financial stake in individual reproductive behavior," Bender stated. He went on to speculate that either the government or society has the right to intervene in parenthood.

"Natural selection is for humans to use our brain power to help humankind," Bender said. "In this respect, we haven't really misused our technological capabilities."

Med student may be dead from overdose

By TOM HAYS

NEW YORK

Jennifer Timbrook's smiling face was on the cover of her medical school's recruitment brochure. "Best schools use models," said Steve Villano, administrator of the state College of Medicine. "We used a real student — her.

The body of the young medical student was found Monday with a far different one: the dynamic, 32-year-old Timbrook dead in a hospital X-ray darkroom, apparently of a drug overdose.

Police found needle tracks on her arms and legs, indicating the model student from the Midwest was no first-time user. The causes of death remained under investigation Wednesday, but detectives believe the tragic medical student, who worked part-time at gritty Kings County Hospital in Brooklyn, was killed by a powerful tranquilizer.

The drug apparently was fen-tanyl, which has a history of abuse within the medical community. That Timbrook could have been an abuser stunned her family and colleagues.
Senate
continued from page 1

Dame community and family," the latter stated, these people and that "the continued display of the murals in such a public and highly-visible place as the Main Building has seemed to make many students feel alienated and unwelcome.

These students are concerned that the murals immediately draw one's attention when one walks into the main entrance of the Main Building, which, with its golden dome, "is often seen as most representative of the University," according to the letter.

"The murals have also caused many students of color to question why their heritage, race, or culture has seemingly been excluded from any art form on campus," the letter continued.

Students asked that the University, which cites "community and diversity" as two of its "key tasks," respond "with some positive and corrective actions." Recommendations for actions taken by the administration were listed as follows:

- Remove the murals during the renovation of the Main Building, that "the continued display of the murals has been moved to the Site Museum, where they may be "kept as tradition, yet still subject to careful scrutiny and criticism.
- Have all campus tours guide notes in campus tours that, "although the murals are located in a public place, they do not represent the University's feelings or attitudes toward Native Americans or African Americans, and that the murals have been kept in tradition due to their historical value. This is a recommendation which remains both plausible and immediate.
- Make "exemplified efforts to demonstrate and celebrate diversity, ethnicity, race, and culture on campus through art forms," such as "murals, paintings, statues, and/or monuments."
- "Seek means in which to better the environment for all members of the University community, in order to nurture and promote feelings of fellowship and respect."

While members of NASAND and others interested in their cause met last night in The Huddle in LaFortune, their continuing "efforts, according to Elston, will be concentrated on taking NASAND "out of the spotlight" and creating "a movement" that is more of a "group effort."

Members of NASAND recently met with Dean Porter, director of The Snite Museum of Art, who is responsible for making decisions on what artwork can and cannot be placed on campus.

"From my understanding," Etsitty said, "he was much more therapeutic.

However, the question still remains about whether or not the Senate will support NASAND with as much force as the student group requests.

Regardless of whether or not the Senate supports NASAND, the administration may see some of NASAND's recommendations as realistic, according to Student Government Chief of Staff Mark Mitchell.

"The murals are painted onto the plaster," he said. "They'd have to cut them right out of the building. It would be a huge investment to cut them out and transport them to the Site Museum."

Mitchell said that, although some people may feel that the murals were simply painted "by an Italian artist to portray his favorite Italian Catholic hero," others recognize the apparent racism in the pictures.

Adding that "there are just as many people who feel the murals are a part of the history of the Main Building," Mitchell suggested that "the views of the student body are..."

More discussion of the issue is necessary, he said, "so the Senate can speak more intelligently."

Patrick asked if the Senate would agree to meet for an informal meeting next Wednesday to discuss a possible resolution recognizing some of NASAND's recommendations, one that could be submitted to the administration.

The officers of the University are scheduled to meet on November 28, where one of the items on the agenda will be NASAND's protest.

In reference to the Senate's decision to postpone further discussion of this issue and which of dorm co-residentiality, which will be discussed at the next formal meeting of the Senate, Patrick told the senators, "Please discuss these topics with your constituencies so we can get a feel for what the Student Body wants."

- In other Senate business, South Quad Senator Seth Miller announced that the South Quad Mass will be held this Sunday in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart.

University President Father Edward Malloy will preside and head football coach Lou Holtz will deliver a post-communion address.

"It will be a wonderful worshipping experience," Miller said, adding that all are welcome to attend.

CAMPUS MINISTRY...

CONSIDERATIONS

Make the Church a Little More Holy

At times, you may feel or think that you no longer fit in the Catholic Church. And, you may think that Campus Ministry is for a few people who are just a little too holy for your liking. Maybe you believe in God, but you're not too keen on this thing called the Church. For whatever reason, maybe you have not been to Mass in a while.

At times, you may think that the Catholic Church is no longer big enough for you. It does not challenge you. It does not console you. It is made up of people who are exactly alike, and not so much like you are now.

The Catholic Church is not meant to be a closed little circle of people who always agree with each other. The Catholic Church, when it is truly being Catholic, is a Church which is filled with people of various cultures, experiences, and points of view, people who are unified to be a communion that is identifiable in the world. It is a Church which appreciates and celebrates diversity!

When the Church is being what it is meant to be it is a communion of diverse people which speaks loudly and clearly: No to injustice! No to a culture of death! No to individualism! No to ignorance! Yes to justice! Yes to life! Yes to peace! Yes to self-sacrifice! Yes to the Truth! Yes to God!

The Church at Notre Dame is not always what it is meant to be. The Catholic Church at Notre Dame is not perfect.

The Catholic Church at Notre Dame is very much alive, and it may be more diverse than you think.

You need not be a poster-child Catholic to be part of this Church.

If you're like me, deep down inside you hunger for meaning and you hunger for peace. Deep down inside you desire something which only God can satisfy. In many ways, God gives what satisfies.

Perhaps, deep down inside and through other people, God is calling you back to this imperfect Church, not only to satisfy your hunger, but so that you might be part of a communion that satisfies the hunger of others.

Maybe God means to use you to make the Church a little more holy.

-Bob Dowd, C.S.C.

Power Lunches

Fridays at 12:15 - 1:00 p.m.
2nd Floor South Dining Hall

THIRD SUNDAY OF THE MONDAY IN ORDINARY TIME

WEEKEND PRESIDENTS
AT SACRED HEART BASILICA

Sat. November 11 5:00 p.m. Rev. Thomas Blantz, C.S.C.
Sun. November 11 10:00 a.m. Rev. Jerome Neyrey, C.S.C.
11:45 a.m. Rev. Robert Dowd, C.S.C.

SCRIPTURE READINGS FOR THIS COMING SUNDAY

1ST READING 2 Maccabees 7: 1-2, 9-14
2ND READING 2 Thessalonians 2:16 - 3:5
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Powell swings support to GOP, but will not run

By JOHN KING

WASHINGTON

After months of "prayerful consideration" that captivated the nation, Colin Powell awkwardly embraced the Republican Party on Wednesday but said he would not run for president in 1996 because it was "a calling that I do not yet hear.

Ending an extraordinary political mystery, Powell ruled out seeking any elected office next year.

Instead, he said he would dedicate himself to restoring "the spirit of Lincoln" in a Republican Party he said was a lot more diverse than many conservatives would care to admit.

"I'm sorry I disappointed you," the retired general said in a poignant tribute to the thousands of everyday Americans who had urged him to run in person, through letters and by joining draft Powell efforts.

"We're devastated," said James Lynch, a New York lawyer involved in the draft effort. Said Tim Rush, an organizer in New Hampshire: "I think really the country is the loser."

Such support brought him to the brink of a candidacy, Powell said, but in the end he stepped back from elective politics — for now anyway.

To run for president, he said, would demand "a passion and commitment that, despite my every effort, I do not have for political life, because such a life requires a calling that I do not yet hear."

"For me to pretend otherwise would not be honest to myself, it would not be honest to the American people."

Powell also ruled out being the GOP's vice presidential nominee, but said he might consider an appointed government position. Many Republicans, even Powell critics, said the retired general still was almost certain to be considered for the No. 2 spot on the GOP ticket.

Powell's decision left 10 declared Republican candidates and one GOP giant still sitting on the fence: House Speaker Newt Gingrich.

Gingrich said Powell was unlikely to run for president, but that he would talk it over with his wife after Republicans finished work on the budget.

As he bowed out of the presidential race, Powell for the first time pledged political allegiance — to a Republican Party he said was rightly dedicated to balancing the budget, cutting taxes and shrinking government.

"I believe they have ideas and energy at this time that I can align with," he said.

But he bluntly rebuked prominent conservatives for "ad hominem" attacks on his character. He also said the party would be wise to show more compassion as it reforms welfare and to welcome blacks and other minorities.

"I believe we can help the party of Lincoln move once again closer to the spirit of Lincoln," he said.

In another sign of his awkward transition from soldier to author to public figure, Powell said he was not ready to comment on the growing authorization of Powell's management of the White House.

"I am pleased that General Powell has found a home in the Republican Party," Dole said. "I will actively seek his advice and counsel as we work to bring our people together, broaden the appeal of our party and move our nation forward."
**Debate**

continued from page 1

Hipp denied charges that Republi- can plans would mortgage America's future. "Keep the status quo and see what your children's future looks like in ten years," he said. "Democratic programs have failed heinously."

Williams called the Republi- can trillionaires for change a "scare tactic."

"The deficit is the lowest per- cent of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) it's been since 1948." The Democrats cited a low unemployment and a low deficit as proof of a robust economy under Clinton's lead- ership.

Lyons suggested that defense spending could be cut to reduce the deficit, rather than trim- ming social programs.

"The Republicans are trying to sell the Navy a helicopter they have said they don't want or need," he said.

Lyons also made a religious connection in response to a question about the Democrats' support of social programs. "Jesus didn't say go out and leave your neighbor in the streets," he said.

Hadrin attempted to dispel the notion that the GOP is cut- ting spending for the sick, el- derly, disabled and for educa-

"We're not cutting spending, we're cutting increases in spending," he said.

The Republicans also plan to remove big government from Washington, by passing more control of Welfare funding to the states in the form of block grants. What prevents the states from using that grant for something other than its exs- marked purpose? "I don't think the governors will do that. They want to be re-elect-

said Hipp.

Each side was asked what el- ements of their platforms they thought they could sacrifice and still produce a satisfactory budget agreement.

The Democratic representa- tives said Welfare, environmen- tal regulation and Medicare and Medicaid must remain priorities in a good budget. The Republicans said government spending must be trimmed and federal Welfare requirements must go.

Tuesday night's panel con- sisted of Keenan co-president Ryan Guillen, Keenan resident Rob Rolf, and Luke Woods, Cavanough Resident Assistant Joan Fabrizio and Observer Editor-in-Chief John Lucas.

**Boycott**

continued from page 1

women — win their jobs back, but as yet, the organization has had little success in negoti- ating with Levi Strauss. Nevertheless, Fuerza Unida has remained undaunted.

"The tags and letters demonstr- ate the wide ranging scope of Fuerza Unida's boycott and remind Levi's that such injus- tices against Chicanas and Latinas workers in the name of greater profit margins are not permissible," a Fuerza Unida pamphlet read.

On campus, promotion of the protest is just getting under- way.

"This is one of the issues fac- ing students that we want them to be aware of," said Jose Cervantes, president of LULAC at Notre Dame. "Collecting the tags is a way of informing people of the boycott."

Cervantes and Danny Rob- ledo, vice-president of the chapter, recognize that the likelihood of persuading Levi Strauss to reverse its decision is small, but they remain intent on going through with their plans in order to make the company consider the con- dition of its workers before it closes another plant.

"We want to show Levi's that some people do stand on prin- ciple, against a company which takes people and their community for granted," Robledo said.

**du Lac**

continued from page 1

"We felt it was important enough, so we went ahead and printed the supplement," said Shoup. The new document re- places the text of Sexual Har- assment and Disciplinary Harassment policies currently found in du Lac.

The sexual harassment poli- cy change is the latest in a series of alterations affecting the student policy handbook; however, Shoup stated that it's not unusual for such a docu- ment to evolve over time.

**FDA panel: AIDS drug works**

Silver Spring, Md.

AIDS patients taking the drug d4T got reassurance Wednesday that it could slightly improve their survival time.

The Food and Drug Adminis- tration conditionally approved d4T in June 1994 because it in- creased advanced patients' immu- nity cells. But under federal law, manu- facturer Bristol-Myers Squibb still had to prove that translat- ed into a real benefit — either a longer life or more time until the disease progressed — or the drug could be withdrawn from the market.

Wednesday, an FDA advisory committee voted 4-3 that d4T works, albeit slightly.

The vote makes d4T, sold under the brand name Zerit, the first conditional AIDS drug to qualify for full FDA approval.

The FDA is not obliged to fol- low advisory panel recommen- dations but usually does.

Bristol-Myers studied 822 HIV patients for 32 months, com- paring those who took AZT, the standard therapy, with those who took d4T once the effects of their AZT treatment began to wane.

Although there was no statis- tically significant difference in mortality, 67 of the d4T patients died during the study, compared with 79 of the AZT patients.

Overall, d4T reduced by about 15 percent the time it took patients' AIDS to progress, said the FDA. That's "a mod- est benefit," said Dr. Therese Cevickovich, an FDA medical offi- cer.

Until now, the drug has been sold for advanced patients after they fail AZT.

**South Quad Mass**

Sunday, November 12, 1995

Basilica of the Sacred Heart

4:30 p.m.

Rev. Edward A. Malloy, CSC
presider

Lou Holtz, Post-communion reflection

* collection to benefit the South Bend Center for the Homeless
Israel threatens crackdown on sympathizers

Police arrest more suspects; militant leader allegedly knew plan

By DAFNA LINZER

Marcelz called it a "catalyst in the murder."... Raviv was "a catalyst in the murder."... Raviv heads Eyal, an offshoot of the Kach group... The report also suggested that Rabin's bodyguards were too few bodyguards surrounding Rabin... He's not at home?" said a reporter standing guard at the entrance to the encampment... "He's supposed to be." he said. "He's not at home?" said a reporter... police, said that in addition to Raviv, two other new suspects, Eyal member Benny Aburola, and West Bank seminary student Drur Adani, thought to be a friend of Amir, were also arrested.

Byron Kamps

Anti-government envos empty as settlers escape

HEBRON, West Bank

Rabin's Jewish envoys were conspicuously empty on Wednesday as militant settlers went into hiding under threat of a government crackdown on those who sympathize with Yitzhak Rabin's assumptions.

Toward Romeina, an anti-government stronghold overlooking Hebron's Jewish community, tacked the crowded among children of play. Likewise, the Elit Hadassah apartment building in central Hebron was unnaturally quiet.

More than half of the families weren't home and those who remained wouldn't talk to reporters. Men who normally walk with guns over their shoulders were unremarkable.

"They're losing the dogs on us," said Tzviel Popenovitch, a spokesman for the Kibbutz Arba settlement adjoining Hebron. Shimoni Peres, who became prime minister after Rabin was gunned down Saturday night by a Jewish extremist, told his government the Jewish militants should crack down on militants who incite violence.

"We must not hesitate to use all means at our disposal against people inflaming in incitement -- the instigators and those who pull the trigger," said Peres. Anyone who incites violence should be disarm ed, he said.

A Jewish settler from Kibbutz Arba appeared in court Wednesday as a suspect in the assassination, saying Rabin's assassin, Peretz Federman, a Kach member.

He didn't believe it. Security sources said the report found there were too few bodyguards surrounding Rabin just before he was shot at a Tel Aviv peace rally on Monday night. Raviv said the confessed gunman was very close to the members of Eyal -- which has about two dozen members -- but was not an active member of the group.

The leader of an anti-Arab group and another suspect were arrested in the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, police said today, reinforcing suspicions of a right-wing conspiracy to kill the prime minister.

Israel radio also reported the arrest of yet another suspect -- bringing the total number detained to five -- but the report was not immediately confirmed.

Police suspect the militant leader, Avishai Raviv, knew about the plan to kill Rabin and acted alone. His brother was arrested Sunday as a suspected accomplice.

The senior secret service official charged with protecting Israeli leaders resigned today after an internal inquiry blamed serious security lapses for Rabin's assassination.

Government sources said the chief of the prime minister's bodyguard unit was suspended and two lower-ranking Shin Bet agents were transferred to other jobs.

No one was identified. The findings of the investigation were presented today at an Israeli Cabinet meeting.

Rabin's family said the report found there were too few bodyguards surrounding Rabin just before he was shot at a Tel Aviv peace rally on Monday night. Raviv said the confessed gunman was very close to the members of Eyal -- which has about two dozen members -- but was not an active member of the group.

Of course. This is a dictatorship.

He told the court that when Rabin was shot after a peace rally in Tel Aviv on Saturday, it was at a counter-demonstration there and did not know where the confessed gunman, Yigal Ami, was. In an interview with the Yedioth Ahronot newspaper's Monday morning edition, Raviv said that Raviv was "a catalyst in the murder."

In an interview with the Yedioth Ahronot newspaper's Monday morning edition, Raviv said that Raviv was "a catalyst in the murder."
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The senior secret service official charged with protecting Israeli leaders resigned today after an internal inquiry blamed serious security lapses for Rabin's assassination.

Government sources said the chief of the prime minister's bodyguard unit was suspended and two lower-ranking Shin Bet agents were transferred to other jobs.

No one was identified. The findings of the investigation were presented today at an Israeli Cabinet meeting.

Security sources said the report found there were too few bodyguards surrounding Rabin just before he was shot at a Tel Aviv peace rally on Monday night. Raviv said the confessed gunman was very close to the members of Eyal -- which has about two dozen members -- but was not an active member of the group.
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I will take a stance in defense of segregation. Don’t be mistaken to think that I am the only one, nor fool yourself to believe that I feel like I do. Now before people start calling me or sending me e-mail let me drop a little knowledge for you. There is little doubt that the United States is so very much a part of who I am and the essence of my background. People of different ethnic backgrounds usually only interact at the workplace, shopping malls and stores, and in college and universities, even Notre Dame.

Let’s take a look at Notre Dame. Despite the popular opinion, I do not see a white, non-black society but one of anger and discontent. Most of the time I’m not minding my own business. Till you right now, I spend most of my free time with black people, talking about black issues, and I don’t feel I have to answer or explain why to anyone. I’m black and I’m proud! Being black is a part of who I am and the essence of my social and political life. I have to think about speaking so-called ‘proper English’ because that doesn’t come naturally to me, it doesn’t always sound right.

Anyway back to segregation, anyone who can see will see how segregated Notre Dame is. The only time that people of different ethnic backgrounds are together is during class and maybe during sporting events, but give people the opportunity to be with who they want, and they will usually tend to stick with people who are like them. Now this doesn’t necessarily just pertain to ethnic peoples, but you will also find that people with similar interests flock to each other. This is natural, and there isn’t anything wrong or evil about it. We, as human creatures, tend to stick with what we know, either consciously or not. A friend of mine who we’ll call Monica for the sake of her safety openly and without apprehension declares that she believes in segregation. She says ‘With the history between black people and white people and how it has been for the five hundred years we have been living together in America, I can’t see how we’re ever going to get along. I see nothing wrong with separate but equal if it is truly equal. We’re so only just we are part of what has happened, but we are not the problem. The problem was with the equal part. It’s hard for me to believe that black people who, from my understanding, were pretty content being around other black people, would want to assimilate into the dominating culture. Which leads to the common misconception about integration and segregation. It wasn’t that the black people wanted to be like or to assimilate with the dominate culture, it was that black people wanted equal opportunities and equal resources, that’s all. But somehow, in some kind of way it got into a lot of people’s heads that black people wanted to be like white people; yeah right, just as much as white people want to be like black people. That’s just not true; ain’t nothing wrong with that either.

I’ve said this a thousand times as have almost all the black students I have talked to. I like being black but I don’t have to worry about being black when I’m around other black people. I’m never the token black person or the token this or that. I’m just me and it’s beautiful, and I can just imagine a society like that. I tell you right now, I’m automatically defensive if I’m the only chocolate chip in the cookie. I don’t have any real problems with segregation, not at all. I am sorry but integration failed and it failed miserably, and it has nothing to do with ‘I’m good and you’re bad’. I don’t want to integrate into the dominate European culture and I shouldn’t have to be comfortable, to lead a good and decent life, but integration says I have to. Don’t bet on it, I say.

With integration we lost a lot of self-respect. We got taught that everything white was good for you; everything black was bad for you. Black kids were forced to go to school in hostile environments, and no one can tell me that did any good. Anytime you force people together, regardless if they want to be together or not, it is bound to backfire on you. Keep! With integration, black people get bitter, and I truly hate that because for all that black people have been through, the last thing we need to be is bitter. Then black people get angry, and white people get scared, or at the least the government. The Black Panther Party’s saga gives evidence to that. I wish I was alive during the 1960s when the Black Panther’s were strong and in your face, man. The Panther’s had it right, Power to the People! I won’t lie and say whether the Panther’s were separatists or not, but they realized where they were and they realized where they needed to be. I can dig that.

Cristiane Likely is a senior living in Pasquerilla West Hall. She can be reached over e-mail at: clikeddy@ Notre Dame.
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"We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place."

—Earl Warren
Natural law over multiculturalism: God bless Columbus

When Francisco Pizarro walks up to the Incan king in presence of the full court and shoots him point blank with a crossbow, we condemn this as a savage and bestial act. All who believe in such a thing as virtue and absolute right and wrong recognize such a performance as lacking any honor whatsoever. This having been said, it is necessary to now evaluate the overall endeavor of the Europeans in conquering the New World: that is we must render judgment on the man responsible for beginning a process which has ultimately established the very institutions we now live under. And when all is said and done we should honor Columbus. Here's why:

The preexisting culture of the Indians, prior to their conversion to Christianity and marginal integration in to Western Civilization, is best characterized by Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence: merciless and savage. Any examination of the basic facts by a rational mind will serve as vindication for our claim.

The known rule of the Indians was in fact warfare. The European disease, so-called天花, did not stumble upon a contingent of noble savages subsisting in various utopian regimes. The first group of Indians Columbus came upon, the Tainos, readily welcomed him because they were literally being eaten up by the neighboring Caribs. This latter group of savages were hated by all neighboring tribes because of their fierce and extremely vicious natures. Constantly they were waging war in order to procure prisoners needed for cannibalistic rites. Nor were the North American tribes any less barbaric. Those with the most vile view of those who seem to believe in the “Dances with Wolves” presentation of Indian life, as if the Indian was primitive hunter, would do well to recall that it is the Iroquois who exterminated the Hurons.

And what of the mighty Aztecs? Indeed they had amassed an impressive empire, exhibiting both in architecture and science astounding degrees of advancement. But the Aztecs had been hated by surrounding peoples. To be under the Aztec yoke meant payment of a particularly harsh tribute: human lives. The belief of a universe was born in blood — the blood of gods. In order to sustain the world the blood of man was required: thus the Aztecs sacrificed, sometimes on a scale of 20,000 at a time, their “tribute,” men whose hearts were torn still beating from their bodies. The scene is rather vivid, especially when we see that the Aztec priests were forbidden to cut their nails or hair, and could not wash the filth of the sacrificial from their clothes. Was human sacrifice rare among the primitives inhabiting the Americas? No, it existed among the Incas, Caribs, Pawnee, Natchez, and Iroquois to name a few.

What of racism and prejudice, could these have been embedded within Indian culture? Of course, they were men like anyone else. Let us return for a moment to the Tainos. These people had three castes based upon a religious myth. Man had sprung from two caves at the mountain Cauta. From one cave an elite tribe, the Tainos; from the other came the rest of the world, and in particular tribes who were the closest racial relatives of the Amerindians are not unique among Indians. Anyone familiar with Aztec culture will quickly recall that tribe's belief in their own superiority. Is this not racism? Is this not prejudice? Where are all the outliers? Where are the denunciations? But to expect this is to presuppose the champions of such causes as multiculturalism are intelligent enough to recognize the need for consistency.

And the Incan woman, what of her status? In an age which demands complete equality between men and women, an age which demands negate any distinction among the sexes, an age which demonstrates a paranoia concerning the specie label "Sextism" what is it to make of a society which cuts the ears and noses off adulterous women, as the Apaches did? But perhaps the multiculturalists are silent here because they believe adultery to be a vice of the most offensive type. What to say then of our old friends the Caribs? The Caribs systematically and raped the surrounding tribes in order to procure concubines. The feminists no doubt admire this aspect of Indian life, for it did force many Tano women to become working girls. As an aside to all this we note that Columbus freed many of these concubines, who later eagerly, while returning from his second voyage. In light of all this evidence, is it really lamenting the demise of this culture, this utter lack of civilization? Obviously NASA-ND is. Why? It is perfectly obvious, it is common sense, it is self-evident that a man dressed in an animal skin, various parts of his body pierced and painted eating human flesh and war­ing with a spear or other crude instrument; it is perfectly obvious that he is a savage! It is not polite to paint this picture today, yet such was the reality in many places on this continent 500 years ago.

Is there no such thing as natural law? Can man do such violence to the natural law and still be civilized, let alone praise-worthy, as the multiculturalists seem to think? Does NASA-ND believe a natural law exists? Because Catholics do believe in a thing natural law is a fundamental doctrine of the Church, and a tradition which St. Thomas is not consistent with. But perhaps NASA-ND does believe in natural law, for they seem to make an appeal to some absolute standard of justice; they just do not believe this law to regulate matters such as cannibalism, torture, rape, and sav­age warfare. NASA-ND seems to want a redress of griev­ances for all the brutality inflicted on the Indians. This is a valid point, for many cru­ties were committed, although genocide, the deliberate extermina­tion of a whole nation of people, is not one of them; the most despicable agent for the Indian was disease, a morally neutral factor. We who defend Columbus do not condone any crimes committed by types such as Pizarro. Still all must admit the same nations to inflict crimes against humanity, and these certainly no greater, in fact often much less offenses because these perpetrators were men already in America, are the nations which ultimate­ly civilized a barbaric people. The Indian alone could not have done so. History has it that the Iroquois exterminated the Hurons (strange, this should merit a red flag, where are the calls of genocide?) after the latter's conversion to Christianity; that is, after the Hurons no longer practice torture, rape and warfare as a people they are killed off. So much for tolerance in an America not informed by Western ideals.

Most importantly we at Notre Dame should be grateful to Columbus, and NASA-ND must of all, for bringing Christianity to a New World, a belief which opens the possibility of salvation in a greater world. And this was not always the easiest task. Consider the case of French Jesuit Jean de Brebeuf, a missionary to the Huron who learned Indian tongues and cared for the sick. As Robert Royal reports: "Yet when he was captured by the Huron's Iroquois enemies, he was shown no mercy. They tortured him and poured over his head a parody of baptism. Then red-hot hatchets were strung around his neck and his legs were cut off, roasted, and eaten in front of him. Finally, his heart was dug out and eaten, while his blood was drunk."

This last most graphic detail of Indian life is so horrendous we must condemn those decrying the passing of such a culture as absolute fools.

Thomas Aquinas commenting on natural law cites biore as saying it is com­mon to all nations (094, 4.4). In fact, the fore-most philosopher/theologist of the Catholic Church states in a few places that God's Law is written through the whole of mankind. This includes Indians, we cannot, in the name of relativism, excuse their vicious­ness. More importantly, we cannot as a Catholic institution sacrifice natural law upon the filthy altar of Multiculturalism. It is Columbus, the man who restored law to the world, who for all his misdeeds along the way, set up the institutions which both bring the Indians back to the natural law and introduce them to the way of salvation. Perhaps it is these two things — natural law and salvation through the Christian God — which NASA-ND reject. But then they should not be petitioning an institution which holds these dear. It is NASA-ND who are in fact infringing on natural law, not God. God bless Columbus and his mural!

FRED KELLY Sophomore St. Edward's Hall
**Dovetail Joint Connects**

By CHRISTIAN STEIN

Music Editor

As newcomers to the Chicago music scene, Dovetail Joint has made a big splash with their self-titled debut CD. The new disc has grabbed the immediate interest of Atlantic and Capitol Records as well as many other large record companies.

The core of Dovetail Joint is made up of lifelong friends Chuck Gladfelter on vocals and guitar and Joe Dapier on drums. The recent addition of renowned Robert Byrne on guitars and backing vocals, solidified the already impressive core of Gladfelter and Dapier.

There is little doubt that the straight ahead rock of Dovetail Joint will gain popularity nationwide, especially when they sign to Atlantic or Capitol Records, who will mass market the powerful lyrics and solid music found on their debut.

Besides enjoying the excitement of being noticed by major labels, Dovetail Joint has enjoyed the success that they have found in the Chicagoland area, selling out almost every show at larger clubs like The DoubleDoor on a regular basis and receiving airplay on three Citadel stations.

Outside of Chicago, the band has been chosen to open for The Vibrators and Streamlining, innovative college crowd, their 7th single is currently on the play lists of 300 college stations and is rapidly gaining popularity throughout the nation.

The current tour is a work of some-where lies in their lack of touring. Hopefully this will cure when their label finalizes a deal with either Concrete Management or Gallin-Morey Management and deal with clients such as Michael Jackson and Dolly Parton.

Once this deal is complete, Dovetail Joint will begin a nationwide tour and will more than likely end up on The Billboard charts before this semester is complete. If the band has not played here by then, their manager assures that they will play in South Bend before the school year ends.

Despite the fact that the album is innovative and incredible in its own right, there is no better way to experience Dovetail Joint than a live show. Even the uneducated will be bowled over by their stylistic music as their October album release party performance indicated. In the October 14 performance at DoubleDoor Night Club, Dovetail Joint played the majority of their album to an enthusiastic, dancing crowd.

Included in the set was the hit single "Circular Motion" which begins with quoted vocals and breaks into heavy Stevie Ray Vaughan-like riffs as the song builds in intensity. The chorus introduces strong power chords and intense drumming which underlie Gladfelter's wordy lyrics. "Times when I may have been mistaken / hang me out to wait and see / cycles of circular motion / have proved to have it in for me."

Although "Circular Motion" is one of their more crowd favorable moments, the predating that increased radio play of their entire CD will give rise to the single "Oh My God." This song is excellent throughout, with its softly stripped intro breaking into a driving rhythm as the song progresses. At its climax, Gladfelter and Byrne continue with the chorus, "If 'Oh my God' is what you need/ it works for me / but I don't like it / I'm not forced on me / when each of us acts so inclined / to 'Oh my God' and all that" as their guitars blast out distorted energy.

The most notable song on this album is Dovetail Joint's ability to write incredible bridges, replacing traditional guitar solos which can become tiresome after a while. This ability is predominant on the ninth song of the eleven song debut, "Sick With Something."

The entire song rocks with passion as each band member comes to the fore-front displaying their musical talent. Solomon Binder plays a funky bass line which is accompanied by rolling drums. Gladfelter and Byrne continue with their one-two punch of guitars finally arriving at one of the most breathtaking bridges on long songs as the music and both guitars kick in, exchanging melodic roles. This song is solid throughout.

The album is sold through its entire-ty as well as a worthwhile investment. Dovetail Joint is available in all Chicagoland Tower Records stores as well as Best Buy stores and will be at the Notre Dame Bookstore within the next few months. Another alternative for purchasing the album in the South Bend area is to go to Tracks outside of Chicago, the band has been known to start a nationw ide tour and will more than likely end up on The Billboard charts before this semester is complete. If the band has not played here by then, their manager assures that they will play in South Bend before the school year ends.
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On their debut album, Diary, Sunny Day Real Estate grabbed the ears of critics, musicians, and fans, and vaulted to the position of number-one selling indie band for Sub-Pop Records. Diary, as the title suggests, offered a wider range than on the sometimes stray too far from the roots laid down on their first few years of live concert tapes, release, the double-disc set well to the live setting, but not as bad as one would think—one just has to get to the end of the second disc to realize the full range of the songs aren't everything. BoDeans should definitely gain recognition as some-thing more than a semi-acoustic pop band with this album. The band has grown in all areas, beating out all but a few other bands. Yet, Enigk is the age of a college sophomore. The songs are most effective because they mix every element of Sunny Day Real Estate equally. The guitar work is solid, reeling with a loose blues feel that is gently appetizing nonetheless.

The guitar work is solid, but doesn't even get “out there” enough to be inspir­ing. This is counteracted by the wonderfully sung harmonies, which are accented with a nasal Midwestern tone. Disc One offers plenty to celebrate in terms of party singalongs, but Disc Two is where one can finally see BoDeans opening up a bit, as they dive into their country-rock and blues roots, producing a sound which is less uniform, but appealing nonetheless. “Ooh (She's My Baby)” provides the perfect combi­nation of these two styles, reeling with a loose blues feel that is gently dispersed over the next four songs on the disc, the first of which, “Far Far Away From My Heart,” could have come from the Hank Williams songbook. In this half of the collec­tion, the songs are less familiar but more intimate, reminding the listener that catchy choruses and titillating guitar hooks aren’t everything.

BoDeans offers a wider range than on the sometimes stray too far from the roots laid down on their first few albums.

BoDeans (fronted by Kurt Nilsen and Sam Llanas) hail from Wisconsin, and continue to uphold this trend with their first live release, the double-disc set Joe Dirt Car. Compiled from over five years of live concert tours, Joe Dirt Car is a whole new picture of a band in a strange form of evolution—these guys have obvious mastery of the craft of putting on a show and making the studio hits translate well to the live setting, but it appears one is thinking it lacking. That something seems to be variety in the musical phrases, but it’s not as bad as one would have-just get to the end of the second disc to realize the full range of the songs.

A more satisfying effort, Disc One of Joe Dirt Car is a seemingly endless collection of nearly sound- alike, catchy folk-pop bits. Yes, they are great songs, and they do indeed sound like inspired performances especially “Still the Night” and “Good Things”), but it’s awfully hard to tell one mid-tempo song from another, without memorizing which ballads come between “B” and “Rideo Jones.” The band has also short­ened their songs by an average of a minute. This only helps to increase the impact of the songs and leaves the listener begging for just a little more. Band members William Goldsmith and Nate Mendel strengthen their case as one of the best rhythm sections around and prove their talents are being wasted in the Foo Fighters. Goldsmith’s drums, like the guitar and vocals of Enigk, are able to swamp an emotional moment while keeping quick, tight, and original rhythms. The cymbal tapping on “B” carries the verse, before Goldsmith pummels his set to Enigk’s cries of “sweet lover!” in the chorus. The beats and bass line on “Iscaraibad” recall the structures of bands like Slint and Girls Against Boys, and on Theo B” Goldsmith glues the song with numerous fills over Mendel’s inventive and complementary bass.

“Theo B” and “Jnuh” get the vote for best songs on the album. Sunny Day Mixes elements of some of the best bands in college music on these tunes. The simple high-notes and pickings recall Seam’s “Iscaraibad. The growth and impact of Sunny Day Real Estate over just two albums boggles the mind. The band has grown in all areas, beating out all but a few other bands. Yet, Enigk is the age of a college sophomore. Enigk’s lyrics on both albums also hold personal meaning to anyone who has suffered through loss, then found hope. It’s sad to see Sunny Day Real Estate go, but fans can look forward to Goldsmith and Mendel’s added contributions to the Foo Fighters and Jeremy Enigk’s solo album in the spring. In the mean­time, snatch up copies of Sunny Day Real Estate.

-bry Brent DiCrescenzo
Young hopes to play at Dallas

By DENNIS GEORGATOS

The Observer	SPORTS

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Young limited himself to 40 throws Wednesday, including 25 with the first-team offense. Young threw 100 passes when he returned to practice a week ago only to back off the regimen the next day when soreness returned. He originally hurt his shoulder in a three-play game of 22-2 victory over Atlanta when Inbeecker Jessie Leong, 15, hit him an instant after he released a pass. He played through that shoulder injury and was just about over it when he took two more shoulder hits in the Indianapolis game, knocking him out of action.

Elvis Grbac, like Young listed as questionable with a left ankle sprain, also practiced Wednesday along with third-string Cary Conklin, who played the final series of the Carolina game in relief of Grbac, and quarterback Todd Collins, who played in a Week 2 victory over the Giants.

Coach George Seifert said after practice Wednesday's practice that he was encouraged by what he saw from Young and Grbac and remained hopeful they would be able to play. A final decision will be made later in the week.

Young said the shoulder injury, which involves bruising in and around the rotator cuff, is the most limiting part of his career because of its persistent nature and its effect on the most fundamental aspect of quarterbacking — his passing arm.

"I could probably go play halfback right now," Young said. "But when you're throwing the football and you're talking about a game and types of injuries, it's kind of in-"trinsic in its healing process, so I've found out." And as much as he wants to prove to Dallas that he's ready to play, Seifert said his decision will include considerations of the long-term potential for Young.

"I've got to be careful I don't do anything stupid," he said. "I've learned a lot about that kind of thing.

Despite San Francisco's record, Young said in his mind the game against Dallas has lost none of its importance.

"We have a history with them and it's been a dramatic many ways," Young said. "The winner (this last three years) has been the Super Bowl champion. That's why this game is scrutinized so much and talked about so much.

"It's definitely a barometer for our team. It's not necessarily has meanings between the two teams. It's always going to be considered three elements in deciding who's hot and who's not. He said Young has to feel he can play, team physician Dr. Richard Collins said.

"If the best we can do is see young and Seifert has to believe because he's healthy and his arm isn't going to be a factor on the most fundamental aspect of quarterbacking — his passing arm.
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NEW ORLEANS

By MARY NEUMISTER
Associated Press Writer

A prosecutor’s closing argument that Don King’s testimony in his insurance fraud trial was “abused” or “put on” upset the boxing promoter’s lawyer that he told jurors in closing arguments Wednesday he might cry.

It was a lively climax to a six-week trial that had produced stories and yawn from spectators who watched prosecutors try to prove King faked a boxing contract to collect $350,000 in insurance money for a 1991 cancelled fight.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Craig Stewart launched his closing argument with an attack on King’s credibility and urged jurors to use their own words to find him guilty of nine counts of wire fraud.

“It’s not fair and square to take a solemn oath to tell the truth ... and then tell you a story that has no relationship with the truth,” Stewart said.

King admitted it would have been wrong and deceptive to add a clause to a contract for the canceled bout after the fight was scrapped, Stewart said.

“The question then becomes, ladies and gentlemen, was he a part of it ... and you know he was because the only person who stood to benefit was Don King,” he said.

Stewart said King lied any time he needed to cover up a fact that he participated at every turn in the attempt to fool Lord’s of London into paying $350,000 in training expenses that were never incurred for the bout.

“Where I come from, they call that fraud,” he told the jury as he began with a 45-minute summation that will continue Thursday morning. He wiped away tears and his voice seemed to crack as he spoke.

The nine-acre case for King, 64, who in 1985 faced a maximum of three years in prison and a $250,000 fine on each count.

“May shed a tear,” he told the jury as he began with a 45-minute summation that will continue Thursday morning. He wiped away tears and his voice seemed to crack as he spoke.

The nine-count federal case for King, 64, who in 1985 won an acquittal in a tax evasion case.

King in the past quarter century has run his boxing empire, the boxing world, promoting Buster Douglas’ stunning upset of Tyson in 1990 in the “Rumble in the Jungle” between Muhammad Ali and George Foreman in 1974 and the “Thrilla in Manila” between Ali and Joe Frazier in 1975.

If convicted of the new charges, he could face up to five years in prison and a $250,000 fine on each count.

Bates notches rarity for Saints

By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press

NEW YORK

Marly Cordova, the Minnesota Twins outfielder who had 24 homers and 84 RBIs, was voted AL Rookie of the Year on Wednesday, edging California’s Garret Anderson in the closest race in 16 years.

Cordova and Anderson each received 13 first-place votes in balloting by the Baseball Writers Association of America. Cordova had 13 seconds and one third for 105 points, while Anderson had 10 seconds and four thirds for 99 points.

Andy Pettitte of the New York Yankees and Toronto shortstop Alfredo Griffin tied with seven votes each.

The following year, the BBWA switched to the system where each writer makes three picks, with 5 points for a first-place vote, 3 for a second and 1 for a third.

The last rookie race decided by such a narrow margin was the NL award in 1982, when Steve Sax of Los Angeles edged Pittsburgh’s Johnny Ray by six points.

Cordova, 23, finished the season hitting .277. He made his major league debut on April 26 and started in a 2-for-16 slump, but rebounded to hit .301 in May with eight homers and 23 RBIs. He slumped to .247 in June, then hit .293 in July. He closed strongly, hitting .304 from Sept. 1 to the end of the season with four homers and 23 RBIs.

He homered in five consecutive games from May 16-20, tying the major league rookie record set by Rudy York in 1937 and matched by George Ables in 1962 and Ron Kittle in 1983.

It also matched the Twins record accomplished twice by Harmon Killebrew in 1970.
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Army steals Midshipmen goat

By JOHN KEKIS
Associated Press

WEST POINT, N.Y.

When three of Navy's mascot goats turned up missing over the weekend, it didn't take long to figure out who stole them.

"We know Army cadets were involved," Navy sports information director Tom Bates said, "because they cut through unlocked gates."

"Spoken like a true enemy. The truce is over. The service-involved," Navy sports in- formalized their goat again.

"I can not guarantee that they'll have them before the game, but my intent is they'll have them, much, much sooner than that."

The cadets said the goat-napping was payback for a 1991 Navy raid on West Point that netted all four of Army's mascot mules.

"It was a major coup for the cadets, who were duped big-time. They stole a goat they thought was Bill XCVII, the Navy mascot. Instead, they got "fooz goat" — an inury charac- ter who was drummed out of Annapolis because of his bathroom habits.

Navy wasn't the only week-end victim. High in the Colorado Rockies, Air Force was recovering from the theft of the Commander-in-Chief's Trophy, the symbol of football supremacy among the service academies.

Army invaders stole the hard-ware from the Falcons' trophy case and left a hand-scribbled note — "We took it early 'cause we're going to win it anyway" — in its place. A security guard discovered the empty case early Sunday.

This is serious business, folks. The Air Force public affairs likened the theft to a "tragedy ... on the same level of shock and outrage a security guard at the Louvre would feel at the theft of the Mona Lisa."

"We're a little bit con­ cerned," Air Force coach Fisher DeBerry said during a break in preparation for Saturday's game against Army. "Really, it was just a prank in the spirit of the game. I'm sure the culprits are some Army exchange students we have here. I'll probably turn up sometime."

DeBerry was right. In an about face, a group of exchange students from West Point returned the trophy Tuesday morning to Lt. Gen. Paul E. Stein, who accepted it with a forced grin.

Air Force used the incident to fire up the Falcons. Coaches dragged the empty trophy case and the note into the locker room on Monday.

Krug hopes to emulate Montana

By NANCY ARMOUR
Associated Press

South Bend, Ind.

Ask people why Joe Montana is their favorite player and they might mention his four Super Bowl rings or his dominance during his 13 years with the San Francisco 49ers.

For Notre Dame backup quarterback Tom Krug, though, it's a little more per- sonal. Before he was the NFL's greatest quarterback, Montana spent his early career at Notre Dame warming the bench, just like Krug.

"Part of it was dealing with being a backup and struggling. In that Montana struggled, Montana was a backup. "Krug said. "Throughout my whole life, I've always looked to him for a lot of inspiration."

Montana was a third-string quarterback in 1977 until the third game of the season. The Irish had been upset by Missisipi a week earlier and were trailing Purdue until Montana came in and rallied Notre Dame to a 31-24 win.

The following year, Notre Dame was trailing Heasun 3-12 in the Cotton Bowl when Montana, who was being treated for hypothermia, led the Irish in a 35-34 win.

"It's memories like that that kept Krug calm when he took over for an injured Ron Powlus and rallied the Irish to a 35-17 win over Navy last weekend.

With Powlus out for the rest of the season and spring prac­ tice with a broken left arm, Krug has been thrust into the role of the starting quarterback. It's a chance he's waited three years for, and he is trying to take both the attention and the pressure in stride.

"I try not to make it bigger than it is," Krug said. "When I came here, I thought it was the greatest thing, playing quarterback at Notre Dame. Now that you're on the team and you know the guys, it's not as big as everybody makes it up here."

"It may be in other people's eyes, but when you've been quarterbacking for so long as I have and playing sports all your life, it's something you just go out there and do and have fun doing it," Krug said.

After leading his Los Gatos, Calif., high school team to a 21-3 record his junior and senior years, being a backup at Notre Dame wasn't easy, Krug said. He chose Notre Dame over Stanford because the Cardinal had too many quarterbacks and Krug didn't know how much playing time he'd get.

But a few weeks after Krug committed to Notre Dame, Powlus, the highest-rated high school quarterback in the na­tion, signed with Buffalo.

Even when Powlus broke his collarbone and sat out the remainder of the year, Krug knew he'd be Powlus' backup when­ever he came back.

When Powlus couldn't take hits during spring practice his freshman year, it was Krug who got knocked down and laced up.

While others might have re­ sented Powlus, Krug said the two are very good friends. That's actually made his sec­ ond-string status a little easier to take, he said.

CAMPUS VIEW APARTMENTS
We have started to take applications for next year.

Furnished apartments—swimming pool, Jacuzzi, tennis, volleyball, & basketball courts—24 hour laundry, shuttle bus—professional management.

★ Apartments available for your selection. ★

For more information call 272-1441.
Heat squeak past Rockets

By STEVEN WINE

MIAMI

The Miami Heat needed just two games to achieve unprecedented success under Pat Riley. Keith Askins hit a pair of free throws to break a tie with 1:08 left Wednesday and the Heat improved to 2-0 for the first time in their eight-year history by beating two-time defending champion Houston 82-70.

In another breakthrough with their new coach, the Heat broke an 11-game losing streak against the Rockets dating back to November 1989.

The Rockets, who fell to 3-1, scored six consecutive points to tie the game at 82 but failed to score in the final two minutes.

Askins gave the Heat an 84-82 lead. Sam Cassell missed a shot for Houston, and Miami's Alonzo Mourning scored with 31 seconds left for a four-point margin.

Hakeem Olajuwon scored 22 points for Houston and needs four seconds he tipped a pass to reach the 20,000-point plateau. Olajuwon won his individual battle against Miami's Alonzo Mourning, acquired in a six-player trade last Friday.

Mourning missed 10 of 13 shots, scored 13 points and had eight rebounds. But in the final 90 seconds he tipped a pass to tie the game at 82 but failed to score in the final two minutes.

The Heat played without Dennis Rodman, who led the Rockets with 21.

The Heat's last one, started by Rick Fox's rebound and long pass and capped by Radja's dunk with 1:08 left, gave them a 109-103 lead.

Fox added 16 points for the Heat (1-2), who were playing their second game in the new FleetCenter. The Suns, off to 1-3 after winning the Pacific Division last season, were led by Charles Barkley with 24 points, Wesley Person with 22 and A.C. Green with 21.

The Suns were playing their second game in two nights after overcoming a 10-point, fourth-quarter deficit and beating the Knicks 102-94 in New York. The Celtics hadn't played since Saturday night when they lost in Chicago 107-85.

Kevin Johnson didn't play after hurting his left knee with 3:30 left in the third quarter when he fell on the dribbling ball to the right of the Suns' basket. He said he left the game without help.

There was no immediate report on his condition.

Phoenix took its last lead 109-107 on Green's two free throws with 2:38 left.

Brown's layup and Sherman Douglas' three-point play put Boston ahead 107-103. Person then missed a jumper. Fox rebounded and Radja dunked.

By HOWARD ULMAN

MIAMI

The Miami Heat, who led the Kings to their third 4-0 start in franchise history and that left me a lot of room," said Richmonde, who led the Kings 1-1 in the second quarter. But that was as close as the teams could get.

"A guy like Damon Stoudamire isn't used to playing back-to-back," Richmonde said. "Yeah, they may have been a bit tired, but it's also probably a case of a young team getting used to themselves.

Malone, whose team played the Heat on two minutes Tuesday night, wasn't buying the tired angle.

"You don't come to a game and use fatigue as an excuse," he said.

Stoudamire isn't used to playing against the much more physical team.
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Dumars pours in 41 to spark Pistons

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — Joe Dumars, playing on a bad hamstring, scored 41 points in 42 minutes to lead the Detroit Pistons to a 107-100 overtime victory over the Portland Trail Blazers Wednesday.

Dumars missed 10 straight shots in one stretch but did enough to help Doug Collins pick up his first win as the Pistons' coach.

The game was tied 91-91 at the end of regulation.

But Grant Hill and Joe Dumars hit back-to-back jumpers to put the Pistons up by four with 1:27 to go.

Allen Houston hit one free throw and Terry Mills tipped in the missed second shot to make it 100-93 with 55 seconds to go.

Cliff Robinson hit a three-pointer off before the end of regulation.

Dumars missed his 10th straight shot with 10 seconds left, and Portland couldn't get a shot off before the end of regulation.

Grant Hill added 19 for Detroit. Robinson had 30 for Portland and Rod Strickland added 25.

The Pistons led 70-64 at the end of three quarters, and Grant Hill started the fourth with a three-point play.

After a Portland miss, rookie Theo Ratliff jammed home Alonzo Mourning with a three-point play.

But James Robinson hit a 3-pointer after the technical foul shot to make it 107-100.

Charlotte coach Allan Bristow said, "He probably had his best game as a pro."

Without a doubt, Mourning, getting extended playing time in place of the injured Chris Webber, made 13 of 16 shots and grabbed nine rebounds in 39 minutes.

"When he plays like that, you get so much out of everyone," Bullets coach Jim Lynam said. "Without Alonzo Mourning they're a different team," Lynam said. "But Rice brings a few problems of his own."

Charlotte was attempting to go 3-1 for the first time in the eight-year history of the franchise.

Calbert Cheaney had 22 points for the Bullets and Shawn Howard 20. Robert Pack had 18 assists, most of them on passes to Mourning on the baseline.

"If he keeps shooting like that, I'll call his play every time down the court," Pack said.

After a technical foul shot by Tim Legler gave Washington an 88-84 lead, Mourning made a three-point play and Zidek scored for the Hornets.

Mourning then hit two straight baseline jumpers and added two free throws for a 97-86 lead. Pack capped the 12-point surge with a driving layup.
Hostelter returns to Meadowlands

By BARRY WILNER

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Jeff Hostelter’s laugh sounded genuine over the phone line from 3,000 miles away. If he was anxious about his first meeting with his former team, he hid it well.

Hostelter guides the Oakland Raiders into Giants Stadium, his former home, to face the Giants on Sunday. The Raiders are 7-2, the second-best record in the NFL, and Hostelter is having a good year. The Giants are 3-6 and their quarterback, Dave Brown, is struggling.

So Hostel could smile if he wanted. He could stick it to the Giants and Dan Reeves, the coach who bid him farewell as a free agent when he chose Phil Simms as his quarterback in 1992. He could let loose some venom.

That is not his way, however. And considering where he and the Raiders are — and where his former team has fallen — it was understandable for Hosteler to stay away from any controversy.

“My look at the Giants and don’t see a whole lot of guys there from when I was there,” he said Wednesday. “A lot of faces have changed, coaches and things like that. And played back in the Meadowlands this year against the Jets (a 47-10 victory).

“I don’t have any axes to grind against these guys, I have some good friends there. ’” Hostelter stepped in for an injured Simms late in the 1990 season and led the Giants to a Super Bowl victory. When Ray Handley replaced Bill Parcells as coach, there was much waffling on whether Simms or Hosteler was the No. 1 quarterback.

After Handley was fired and Reeves hired, Simms was kept and Hosteler handed over.

“One of the things I think I learned in New York is you can’t be caught up in all the distractions,” Hostelter said. “That is about as tough a situation as you can be incoming in after winning a Super Bowl and battling for your job with, basically, a Giants legend and it’s a win situation. So you learn to concentrate on what you can control.”
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Men denied chance at Stadium

By TODD FITZPATRICK

After a long season filled with ups and downs, the football teams of Flanner and Fisher have earned the right to play the interhall championship game in...Moose Krause Stadium.

Unfortunately, the 1995 men’s interhall championship will not be held in Notre Dame Stadium, as it has for many years.

When a construction crew began to dismantle the walls of our hallowed stadium, it also ended the dream of every player who will compete for the interhall title this Sunday.

Although the reactions of players from Flanner and Fisher range from anger to mere disappointment, no one is pleased to end the season. The men’s team of 1995, Flanner and Fisher, has been a powerhouse this season because they play flag football, which is less dangerous than the men’s tackle football.

“Kigar did not want the full-contact games to cause any injuries going into the championship game.”

“We just couldn’t let tackle football teams play these three games in eight days. With the safety factor, it wasn’t possible.”

The explanation from Rec-Sports still does not satisfy many of the players in Sunday’s game.

“Seems ridiculous that we have to save the championship game. It is still the championship game on the same day,” argued Fisher senior Mark Troke.

Senior players such as Troke find the decision especially difficult to accept, because this is probably the last time they will ever play competitive football.

“We pay a great deal of money to go to school here, so you would think they would listen to our opinions once in a while.”

Despite the disappointment felt by the players of Flanner and Fisher, the location of Sunday’s interhall championship game in Moose Krause Stadium.

For the members of the championship team of 1995, their memories will not include the opportunity to march through the “tunnel” before the opening kickoff.

The champions will still know, however, that their team at least earned the right to compete all of those things.

“Personally, regardless of where we play, this is not any less of a game. It is still the championship game,” said Gilman.

Yes it is, but it won’t be the same.
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Belles cap frustrating season

By CAROLINE BLUM
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

The expression "a losing season" has never applied to any athletic team. Never appeared, and especially never imagined by the Saint Mary's volleyball team this year.

As in the past, all funds raised in the volleyball captains' meeting is going to benefit a LNO charity. This year the Joyce Center from 8-11 on Sunday, November 9 at 5 p.m. in the campus squash singles, table tennis and wallyball. The student body will be divided into teams necessary. The Joyce Center, which is limited and there are men's and women's divisions.

Eleven teams will be participating. I will miss everyone.

By Matt Schroeder-Biek. "She has shown such an improvement over the last few years, everything has certainly come together for her. Defensively she has improved greatly on key diggs. Even though she didn't earn the most on the team this year, she got the important kills."

Other Diggs

Sophomore Kelly Meyer enjoyed a strong season for the 10-15 Belles, ranking 18th in the nation with 10.45 assists per game.

An impressive accomplishment this year was achieved by sophomore Kelly Meyer. Meyer ended the season 18th in the nation in assists, with 10.45 assists per game. "Meyer is a very selfless player," Schroeder-Biek said. "She was a hitter her freshman year, but I needed a setter desperately. I felt that she was the most athletic—she's quick, fast, and has great reflexes, so I moved her to the setter position."

By the middle of the year she gained enough confidence to run the offense herself. I tribute this to her skill and her portrayal of a real team player.

Meyer herself denies the attention, claiming that her success was the reflection of the team's efforts as a whole. "We really got along well this season," Meyer said. "I couldn't have had as many assists as I did if the others hadn't gotten the kills."

Student Reading Auditions

November 15, 1995

Student Reading Night is February 13, 1996.

Charles Olsen, Tom Hoyt—trumpets; Pete Sclioettler—horn; Scott Reynolds—trombone; Kyle Turner—tuba.

The Snite Museum of Art

Thursday, November 9, 1995
Irish set to tip off season

German team provides first test of year

By TIM SEYMOUR
Associate Sports Editor

Intensity in practices is usually lauded by coaches as a sign that their team is focused. With two key players out due to injury, Irish head coach John MacLeod can’t afford too much more intensity.

Rather, he will be happier when his squad can finally focus on someone other than each other, as Notre Dame opens its season with an exhibition game against a touring team from Germany tonight at 7:30 in the Joyce Center.

"We’ve had some very intense workouts," noted MacLeod. "We're going to need to be intense going into the Big East."

That intensity, though, has come at a cost. Junior guard Pete Miller is out until early December with ligament damage to his thumb, while senior forward Gary Bell is still hobbled by a calf injury and will likely miss the remainder of the season.

Bell’s injury is especially troublesome. The 6-5 forward was expected to contribute heavily for the Irish, but a series of ailments have kept him out of most of the preseason. Rehabilitation from offseason surgery, a knee problem, academic troubles, and now the calf injury have all hampered Bell’s progress.

"Gary Bell has missed the conditioning so far," noted MacLeod. "We had some trouble scoring last year, and he can provide that. He also has the tools to become a major league defender." On the positive side, MacLeod has been able to take a solid look at the healthy Irish players and now the calf injury have all Come by Yourself or Bring Your Friends!
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BIG EAST ALIGNMENT

Big East 7

Georgetown
Miami
Pittsburgh
Providence
Rutgers
Seton Hall
Syracuse

Big East 6

Boston College
U Conn
Notre Dame
St. John’s
Villanova
West Virginia

By TIM SEYMOUR

Associate Sports Editor

MacLeod was just as delighted.

"This is the best thing to happen to Notre Dame basketball," Tranghese explained. "It is a mechanism to seed our teams in the conference tournament. It will keep things more competitive throughout the season."
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While the senior guard may have been expected to contribute heavily for the Irish, he’s been limited by a knee injury and will likely miss the remainder of the season.
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While the senior guard may have been expected to contribute heavily for the Irish, he’s been limited by a knee injury and will likely miss the remainder of the season.
Freshman quarterback makes significant strides despite struggling early behind Powlus, Krug

By THOMAS SCHLIDT
Assistant Sports Editor

The importance of Notre Dame's dollars. University loses eight million major bowl. If they fail, the Irish win, they will go to a

Holtz may call on Jackson against Falcons

Assistant Sports Editor

There is no way to downplay the importance of Notre Dame's game versus Air Force. Should the Irish win, they will go to a major bowl. If they fail, the University loses eight million dollars.

But don't worry Thomas Krug and Jarius Jackson, there's no pressure. At the moment, while Krug has the honor of leading the Irish into Falcon Stadium on November 17, Jackson waits in the wings. Wondering if his moment will come.

Off the field, fans cautiously look over to Jackson and remember other option quarterbacks by the names of Kevin McDougal and Tony Rice. They may understand the reason of Krug's starting because of experience, but they also realize the power of the Irish option and impetuously hope that Jackson has his moment to shine.

This anticipation has been present since the day Jackson verbally committed to Notre Dame. He was compared to recent college football great Charlie Ward and put Irish legend Rice. The option was his forte, but he also had the strong arm to be an effective passer or so they thought. On his arrival to Notre Dame the coaching staff found some problems in his throwing mechanics. Compounding this problem, Jackson sprained his ankle and missed most of the two-a-day work outs.

He never was able to rebound and cement himself as the backup to Ron Powlus as many thought he would. This has instead worked with the scout team as quarterback and occasional linebacker preparing the Irish first and second teams for the upcoming matchups.

"You've got to climb your way back up to the top," Jackson said. "That's what I'm doing." Yet the time hasn't been lost. Jackson has been working on his throwing and has improved dramatically. It also doesn't hurt that Powlus and Krug are classic dropback passers and could be good teachers for the freshman.

"When I was throwing, I was just shooting it," Jackson explained. "It didn't seem like my arm was following through. But everyday I'm getting a few snaps and it's coming along. I've learned a lot by just watching Ron (Powlus) and Tom Krug. I'm just watching their technique and listening to what Coach Holtz is telling them to do. I'm a better passer now."

"He's improved his throwing tremendously," Irish head coach Lou Holtz agreed. "I think Jarius Jackson will be a very, very good passer."

In all honesty, it is not his passing that the Irish need from Jackson. It's his running. Use the pass to keep the defense honest and attack the with the option. That was the way the Irish did it in 1968, 1989 and 1993, and Nebraska, with Tommy Frazier, does it today.

Whether he starts or just enters on certain occasions, Jackson provides the Irish with another weapon. One that the Irish will not be afraid to use.

"This is an important game. We'd certainly like to win it," Holtz said.

"We'll do whatever we can. We aren't holding Jarius Jackson out on purpose, and we aren't going to hold him out on purpose. We'll try to get him ready.

Actually, if you wanted to know if he was ready, all you had to do was ask.

“Oh yeah, I'm ready,” said Jackson.

By THOMAS SCHLIDT
Assistant Sports Editor

Newspaper classifieds.
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CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: astronomer Carl Sagan, pitcher Bob Gibson, movie star Holy Lama, folk singer Mary Travis. 
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CANCER (June 21-July 22): You may be in line for a promotion. Someone with clout adds a new attitude and insights. Become the Rock of Gibraltar when others stumble in confusion.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Show business associates who like to play games. Your royalty in the battle against office politics. Romance could put you in a collision course with a close pal. Serve him friends

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1995

(For your personalized daily Jean Dixon horoscope, based on your own date of birth, call 900-788-7788. Your phone call will fill you 99 a minute.

BIRTHDAY IN THE NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE. The financial picture looks very reassuring. Careful planning and organization are the key to making an alliance work. A lucky break comes through college connections or family friends.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Creative work or a romantic interest makes this a super day. The emphasis is on building bridges of understanding between family members. Hurry decisions are best avoided.
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Irish look forward to Big East challenge

New conference, tougher competition has Notre Dame players excited for season

By TIM SHERMAN

Associate Sports Editor

New York, NY
The ballroom of the Grand Hyatt in New York yesterday very easily could have mistaken as a pre-season meeting of potential NBA lottery picks. With faces like Villanova’s Kerry Kittles, Connecticut’s Ray Allen, and Georgetown’s Othella Harrington in the crowd, one could not help thinking about what future glory lies ahead for many of the athletes present.

But that was not the intent of Big East media day. However, welcoming the three newest additions to the conference was a focus.

"First off, I’d like to welcome Rutgers, West Virginia, and Notre Dame to the Big East," conference commissioner Mike Ruggirello said in his opening remarks. "It’s a great pleasure to have them with us. I guess this is one of the first official acts."

It is quite fitting that Notre Dame takes its first conference step for the media, as the Big East was founded around the mega-media markets of the Northeast. However, with nearly 40 national telecasts of conference games, the scope of the exposure is growing.

Irish coach John MacLeod would love to capitalize on the coverage.

"Playing on television is a great help," MacLeod noted. "The key is to get a national TV and play well at the same time."

Exposure is not the only benefit MacLeod is looking at though.

"Conference games bring out the best in everybody," MacLeod said. "There are going to be hard-fought games because everybody is battling for a position and there are going to be rivalries."

Guard Keith Kurowski, who is in perfect health according to MacLeod, already has an idea of who will bring out the best in the Irish.

"Being a top Catholic school, I would have to say schools like Villanova, Georgetown, Boston College, and Providence. Games like that will be positive experiences."

Another positive experience for Notre Dame should be increased access to the highly fertile New York City recruiting grounds.

"I’ll make a pact," St. John’s coach Rick Mahoney offered. "I’ll stay out of South Bend if he stays away from New York."

"That’s not something I want to do," MacLeod replied. While recruiting is likely to improve, the Irish can’t wait long. The conference season opens in less than a month at Rutgers on October 2. They know if they can begin a tough season.

"We may not be as high in talent as some teams, so we have to compensate with hard work," Kurowski said. "We are not so high as in talent as some teams, so we have to compensate with hard work."

Guard Keith Kurowski is hoping to fully recover from last season’s injury to help lead the Irish in their inaugural season in the Big East.

Fisher, Flanner meet for IH title

TIM MCCONN
Sports Writer

Larry Csonka and the No-Name Defense. Walter Payton and the Monsters of the Midway. Do these names ring a bell? They should. They are game breaking running backs and dominating defenses that played together on championship football teams. If there is one cliche that makes football fans want to throw up, it’s this: ‘A good running game and a tough defense win championships.’

But, you know what? It’s the truth. Sunday’s championship game, whether it will be played in the Stadium or not, exemplifies this statement. Both Flanner and Fisher have proven that, over the long and arduous journey we call interhall football, one must be able to run the ball and then must be able to stop the other team’s offense.

Flanner’s offense begins and ends in the trenches. Led by Joe Lang, the Corks’ offensive line is huge. Even though it may not be much of a surprise that they are going to run, this crew still opens holes as if they were parting the Red Sea.

Running backs Dave Liebza, J.P. Fenningham, and Steve Hrovat have styles that complement each other very well, and allow the Corks a great deal of versatility in their running attack. Plus, quarterback Scott Lupo has the ability to run the option, and keep the opposing defenses honest.

"The running game is key," said sophomore Taylor McDonald. "We have to push the ball up the middle and control the clock."

On the other hand, Fisher ain’t too shabby themselves. Their option game has been second to none during the end of the regular season and through the playoffs thus far.

The main man to watch in this outfit is tallback Dayne Nelson, whom many consider to be the top runner this year. Fullback Dave Walsh gets the tough yards up the middle and provides solid blocking to spring Nelson and quarterback Alfredo Rodriguez.

These teams may have been able to run the ball against their other opponents. Neither defense features one or two star performers, but both are teams in the true sense of the word. Collectively, they get after the quarterback, and swarm the ball carrier with seemingly-wreckless abandon.

As a result of their stubbornness, both the Cork and the Green Wave defensive units frustrate opposing offenses, forcing them into punting situations repeatedly and creating clutch turnovers.

An additional aspect to consider in this game is the emotion factor. Expectations are out the window now. Flanner, a preseason favorite, was supposed to be here. They won despite the pressure placed on them and are so close to accomplishing their goal that they can taste it.

Fisher, however, is on a high right now. Never were they predicted to get here. At one point in the season, they were ranked second to last in the Power Poll. Despite that, they have come together, are in the finals, and are also on the verge of achieving a dream that seemed so unreachable just a few weeks ago.

"Emotion is going to carry us," said Walsh. "We’re on a five game winning streak right now and don’t want it to end up short."

Because Sunday’s contest seems so evenly matched, the winner of this year’s interhall championship will be determined by who they will, whoever wants it more.

Whoever can play the better smashmouth offense, and whoever can terrorize quarterback-backs, running backs, etc. on defense, will ultimately be hailed as the 1995 Notre Dame Interhall Champions. Get ready, because, although this could be a low-scoring affair, it should be a good one.

see B-ALL. / page 21
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